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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

Net bind; Left; tied off so it will not fall off. Middle; 4 twists/slip hitch

shooting. Observers advise that 
most net captures occur during 

As part of a DoC funded net shooting because of poorly 
mitigation project on the mitigation cleaned nets, offal discharges 
of seabird interactions with trawl and/or gear failures during that 
nets, undertaken by Clement & time. Experienced observers have From the desk of Admiral Albert Associates Ltd. noted that net captures when Ross, MBE (Mighty Big Eater)

s h o o t i n g  h a v e  r e d u c e d  
When a trawl net is shot away, Well what a difference a year makes! dramatically over the past few 
birds can swim or dive into the This time last year “Big Jim” was about to years.
meshes as they feed on fish throw his toys out of the cot and slap the 
remains in the net or on fish waste deepwater fleet with offal control regula- I recently carried out some net 
drifting behind the vessel.tions. Now all deep-sea trawlers (over binding sea trials on the Sealord 

28m) have Vessel Management Plans charter vessel F V. Aleksandr 
It has been suggested that if the Buryachenko. The work was (VMPs). This agreed control measure 
net meshes remain closed  when centered on seeing if net binding has each vessel following its personal-
the net is shot, birds will be less would reduce the volume of netting ised, vessel-specific offal control and 
likely to get trapped. This can be on the surface, if deck crew could mitigation measures. While things are 
achieved by tying the net at carry out net binding without moving in the right direction, vessel 
intervals (Net Binding) with some interrupting their normal deck operators and, more importantly, cap-
form of tie that releases when the routines and if interfered with tains need to “squawk the talk” and follow 
doors spread the net open. fishing operations.their VMPs, especially when it comes to 

offal control.
It's thought that 20% to 30% of Net binding on this type of vessel 
seabird net captures occur when 

The squid season in underway again and 
I have the long range scouts out 
reporting back to HQ on which vessels 
are providing the tastiest “free feeds”. I 
am trying to convince the “chattering 
classes” it's not the “free feeds” that's the 
problem, its offal discharged in front of 
warps or a net that's the problem. Placing 
”free feeds” in the water when there is 
little risk of harm for the cousins is best 
for all of us.

The squid fleet is sending in twice weekly 
reports to Deepwater Group Ltd (DWG) 
on seabird captures, I hear that the DWG 
boys will be chatting to all vessels that 
capture 3 of the cousins in 1 day or 10 for 
any 7 day period and will work with the 
vessel Captain to find out why the 
captures are occurring. While many are 
returned alive to sea, this stops bird 
capture numbers escalating and helps to 
better inform the vessel and DWG on 
where and why captures occur.

Special thanks to the Sealord Group Ltd 
and crew of the F V. Aleksandr 
Buryachenko for undertaking the net 
binding sea trials. Chow Albert

Net Binding

Shooting with net binds, showing tight sock-like shape



(Ukraine-BATM) was a relatively untie and could cause the trawl not to 
straight forward. Deck crew had no open.
issues with the practice nor did the 
Captain have any concerns around Initially we started with 8 binds along 
fishing performance. This vessel the length of the trawl. This was 
runs two trawls and, while one trawl is increased to 12  binds (6 binds using 
fishing, the other is cleaned. During 7 mm mussel lashing in the smaller 
this time the net binds are tied. lighter meshes and 6 binds of 10 mm 

PPE/Manline rope to hold the bigger 
Attaching the net binds initially took rope meshes).
15 minutes at the start of sea trials. 
These binds were  permanently There is a limit on how far towards  
attached to the selvedge lines. Each the head of the trawl you can bind. 
bind was approximately 1200 mm The larger rope meshes within the 
long with the ends melted and taped first 20 to 30 m in this trawl could not So far we have carried out sea trials on 
(with packaging tape/sellotape). The be bound using this method as the midwater nets only, as these trawls 
binds were placed approx 10 m apart binds would always slip out due to  have a higher risk of net captures.  I 
starting from the 400 mm mesh up to movement of headline and wing-end don't see why this method would not 
within 20 m of the headline. meshes during shooting. work as well for bottom nets.

Each bind was tied to one side of the The size of your net and doors and How successful  th is method in 
mesh (selvedge rope). On the the spreading forces opening the net reducing net captures is still to be 
opposite side, three or four slip will determine how much pressure established. However, if you clean your 
hitches were applied so when the your net binds need to place on the net and don't discharge offal during 
netting spreads apart, these twists let meshes to keep the meshes tied shooting, you should greatly reduce 
go or slip out, leaving the net bind together until the doors spread the the risk of net captures! 
hanging off the selvedge for the rest gear open. Like wise, if you over 
of the tow.  The net binds are located tighten the net binds, your gear may We have established that net binding 
during the haul or when the net is not open. can be carried out onboard without 
being cleaned, untangled, and then impacting deck or fishing operations. 
re-tied ready for the next shot. Binds need to be relatively close 
Retying the binds takes only seconds together so the meshes don't bellow I suppose it is now time to gather more 
each. out in between the binds. Binds information to determine what factors 

holding the bigger rope meshes were increase captures if there is in fact a 
It is important that all the net binds are heavier 10 mm PPE rope with 4 twists real risk of net captures when shooting, 
checked on haul. If any are found to applied to hold them so they don't slip when other measures are followed 
be frayed or knotted these should be out or open before the net has sunk correctly.
replaced as they will eventually not below the water surface. John Cleal, F.V. Management Services
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WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

This cousin is one of the largest 
albatrosses.

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then 
email your answer, name, postal 

address and date of publication to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month:
Red Billed Gull
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